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This historical look at New England’s favorite fruit “ends up capturing the essence of the time
period and place”—from the authors of A History of Chowder (Edible South Shore). New
Englanders know that cranberries are not for holidays alone. For centuries, this tart fruit—a
staple in the Yankee diet since before it was domesticated—has reigned over the cranberry
heartland of Barnstable and Plymouth Counties, Massachusetts. Dozens of recipes that utilize
the “humble fruit” have risen up over the years, the most popular being cranberry sauce, which
one imaginative New Englander paired with lobster. The popularity of the berry exploded in the
1840s, and despite occasional setbacks such as the great pesticide scare of 1959, demand
continues to rise to this day. Authors Robert S. Cox and Jacob Walker trace the evolution of
cranberry culture in the Bay State, exploring the delectable history of this quintessential New
England industry. Includes photos!

About the AuthorA former paleontologist and molecular biologist, Rob Cox received his
doctorate in history from the University of Michigan and currently works at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. He is author of Body and Soul: A Sympathetic History of American
Spiritualism (Charlottesville, 2003) and editor of and contributor to The Shortest and Most
Convenient Route: Lewis and Clark in Context (Philadelphia, 2004). He and Jacob Walker
published previously with The History Press: A History of Chowder: Four Hundred Years of a
New England Meal (Charleston, SC, 2011). --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.
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then there are landscapes. There are the juts and crags of the Grand Tetons, arête on arête in a
Wyoming row, and the massifs of the Sangre de Cristos of southern Colorado, where dinosaurs
nestle in billows of sand. The Great Plains of Nebraska make vanishing points vanish, and in the
gypsum crusts of the Great Basin, the spent ashes of a celestial fire still heat the world white hot.
There are landscapes on the scale of the imagination.In such a world of giants, what then of the
swamps and snags of Plymouth County and the flat, fetid bogs of Cape Cod? In a world where
living awe springs native from the ground, where power and grandeur and the divine
apprehension of geological time are fixed in rock and sky, what place is there for the cranberry
heartland? Scoped narrow and mean, the land there rolls and rises in modest swells of sand,
with barely an awe to be seen. It prefers scrub to forest, hillocks to hills, and the whole slips
gently into ocean, not sky. But there is a strange beauty here unlike the West—the beauty of
understatement, the beauty of inclusion. In the West, a visitor looks at land, walks on it or
through it, but in the cranberry lands a visitor becomes part of a landscape on a human
scale.This, I think, is the soul of the cranberry.Cranberry culture is more than the story of turning
wild fruit into a cultivated crop; it is the story of how humans have been absorbed into a
landscape, how geology, biology, history, agriculture, labor and industry have come together
across the years and changed one another through contact. It is an environment of connection,
a landscape of the broadest imagination.1Deep Time and Low-Hanging FruitWilliam Denton
believed that the history of the world could be read in a grain of sand. Literally. Starting with the
everyday observation that light reflects off objects onto other objects, Denton theorized that the
world could act like a giant all-seeing camera and the Earth’s surface like a great sheet of
photographic film. As events transpired, he argued, light was cast all around, reflecting and
refracting, exposing the landscape wherever it came into contact. All that was required, he
reasoned, was a suitable method for developing that film—along with patience, suffering
patience—to enable us to witness firsthand every act, every scene and the life of every being
that has ever been. Every grain of sand would become a perfect snapshot of the past, the



images burned not just on the surface but deep within, “only waiting for a suitable application to
reveal themselves to the inquiring gaze.” How did humans evolve, one might ask, and what killed
off the dinosaurs? Pick up a rock, Denton said; develop the image, and the results would be
there to be seen as clear as day. How did a trilobite swim or glaciers flow or nations first
emerge? The facts were written in stone and held there “with astonishing tenacity” for all
time.And here was Denton’s singular contribution to geological science. Part longhaired poet
and serial self-publisher, part radical reformer and Spiritualist, Denton refused to be shackled by
the conventions of ordinary chemistry when seeking a method for developing these rocky
pictures. Clairvoyance would light the way. With his wife, Elizabeth, and sister, Annie Cridge
(both Spiritualist mediums), Denton spent months communing with the natural world, psychically
connecting with rocks and stones to reveal a grand history of volcanic eruptions, seismic
tremors and upheavals in the lives of countless plants and animals. While other scientists
labored to reconstruct the past through painstaking analysis of imperfect remains, Denton
witnessed it all firsthand with photographic precision. He had discovered memory made
perfect.Let us admit it up front: the man was eccentric. Few geologists then or now accepted
Denton’s discoveries at face value, and fewer still adopted his methods. By few, I mean none. Yet
as eccentric as he was, Denton got one thing right. Here in New England, in the heartland of
cranberry culture and Denton’s adopted home, the landscape is self-remembering. The gentle
hills of New England, as the saying goes, have fond memories of once being mountains,
mountains that were thrust up to Himalayan heights 400 million years ago when North America
collided with Africa and Europe. The hills still recall the sublime violence of those events in layer
upon layer of twisted rock folded up like ribbon candy, and they commemorate the orogenic
consequences in miles-thick sediments shed from the highlands onto mudflats and vast plains
where dinosaurs roamed and the flowering plants first evolved and where humans came in
colors. The long, straight valley of the Connecticut River is a memorial too, the northernmost of
the rift valleys that once gashed the continent from Virginia to Vermont. An aulacogen,
geologists call it, where the crust thinned as the continents pulled apart 200 million years ago
and where the new continents almost, but never quite, split in two. All it takes is a suitable
method to read the land, as Denton might have said, and patience, steady patience.New
England remembers itself in herds of drumlins and eskers, kettles and kames that wander its
map and in a landscape sculpted from mountainous remains by years of glacial action. We may
not be eyewitnesses to the great North American ice sheet like Denton, but we, too, can read
evidence in the land to see tongues of ice flowing far out onto the continental shelf, leaving
behind the quirks and coves that spell our shore. Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard and Long Island
are little more than heaps of debris bulldozed out at the glacial front, the detritus of dirty ice.
Buzzard’s Bay and the famous flexing arm of Cape Cod are the daughters of a mile-thick sheet
of ice carving and plucking and scouring and eroding the rock beneath. The Cape is all
hummocks and swales, not peaks and valleys, and everywhere there is sand and marsh and
swamp. Since the glaciers at last receded and unburdened New England of their enormous



weight, the land has rebounded upward, leaving earthquakes behind to toll in their memory.
There are memorials everywhere to our days at the glacial front, from the fossil mastodon that
the arch-Puritan Cotton Mather once described as a giant drowned in the Great Flood to the
supernumerary rocks that dent our plows and the lonely reptiles and amphibians that call our
region home. That New England ekes by with barely fourteen native species of snakes, ten frogs
and no lizards at all speaks volumes about how our cold-blooded cousins remember the ice age
—a hard and shivering time—and hints at how long it takes to slither back home from the South,
where they sought refuge and solace.Famously, of course, New Englanders have memories as
long as the landscape. Twenty years in a New England village is barely an introduction, not
enough to forge a native, and the woods surrounding our villages are alive with memorials to
natives past. In corners overgrown and abandoned, the past can be traced through odd
pathways overcome by new green growth and by the sudden appearance of a plot of straying
headstones, carved from slates and marbles that were themselves the product of millions of
years of mountain building. Nearly everywhere, fieldstone walls etch spines on the rolling hills—
glacial wanderers as much as our snakes. They are reminders that today’s thickets of trees were
once working fields and pastures separating gentle sheep on the one side from the wild on the
other, our modern woods a distant echo of another time, primeval and foreign but so alike. At sea
or on shore, in the forest, soil and rocks, New England remembers the story of its past in its
mortal remains, each generation past laying claim on the next.CRANBERRY MEMORIESWhen
the Pilgrims first set foot on Cape Cod, even before they saw Plymouth Rock, they may well have
stepped on the American cranberry. That they noticed seems doubtful. For all its tasty charms,
the cranberry is hardly the sort to attract attention. It is nothing but “a small trayling Plant,” a
humble vine “that grows in Salt Marshes that are over-grown with Moss,” according to the
colonial promoter John Josselyn in 1672, neither showy nor self-promoting. “The tender
Branches (which are reddish),” Josselyn wrote,run out in great length, lying flat on the ground,
where at distances, they take Root, over-spreading sometimes half a score Acres, sometimes in
small patches of about a Rood or the like; the Leaves are like Box, but greener, thick and
glistering; the Blossoms are very like the Flowers of our English Night Shade, after which
succeed the Berries, hanging by long small foot stalks, no bigger than a hair; at first they are of a
pale yellow Colour, afterwards red, and as big as a Cherry; some perfectly round, others Oval,
all of them hollow, of a sower astringent taste; they are ripe in August and September.This is no
extrovert. Even the first historian of the American cranberry and one of its greatest promoters,
Benjamin Eastwood, called the wild cranberry a “simple, insignificant-looking plant,” a “stunted,
barren thing” with fruit bearing a flavor that he fumbled to call “austere.” Barely rising a few
inches above the boggy surface, these “puny progenitors” of today’s puny vines got that way
through a long history of evolutionary adaptation, and like Denton’s stones, they remember
every twist and turn.The biologist Leigh Van Valen once likened the evolutionary process to the
chess game played by the Red Queen in Alice in Wonderland, in which the players are always
running just to stay in place. Competitors and the environment are dynamic things, highly so,



always convulsing and shifting, always requiring change in response, merely to stay alive. There
is no rest in this Red Queen world, no calm and no perfection. All is flux and turmoil. Fluffy
bunnies never have steel talons, however much they would help them survive; instead,
evolutionary change builds on what a species brings to the table, trading off between competing
demands for survival, adjusting, adapting and recycling just enough to survive for another
generation. Imperfection becomes the very soul of evolution, though over time, for a time,
organisms like the cranberry may hone in on a niche where plant and animal, land and climate,
are wondrously attuned, connected to one another at the deepest level of life itself.Known
scientifically as Vaccinium macrocarpon, the American cranberry is a member of the large and
diverse family of heath plants, the Ericaceae, and a close relative of blueberries and
huckleberries, as well as an improbable assortment of bilberries, whortleberries, farkleberries,
moorberies, cowberries, foxberries, partridgeberries and dangleberries. In fact, the American
cranberry is only one of several plants to earn the name cranberry, all red-fruited members of the
genus Vaccinium. In New England alone, one finds the European or small cranberry (Vaccinium
oxycoccus) growing wild, as well as the lingonberry or mountain cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-
idaea). European colonists soon discovered that the American cranberry could be found all over
Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth Colonies, in the peatlands of Cape Cod, at Gay Head on
Martha’s Vineyard, in the marshy meadows that track the colonies’ river systems and especially
in the windswept sandy soils near the shore. Then and now, however, it ranged even more
widely. From the Canadian Maritimes and Labrador in the north, the wild American cranberry
ranges westward to Wisconsin and Minnesota and all the way down to West Virginia and North
Carolina, where it clings to life in small populations at higher (and cooler) elevations, left
stranded there, perhaps, when the climate began warming at the end of the last ice age.The
European or small cranberry is more adventurous still, having a higher tolerance for cold than its
larger cousin. A true citizen of the world, or least the part of it that encompasses temperate,
subarctic and alpine habitats, the European cranberry is known by as many common names in
as many cultures and languages as inhabit its vast domain. The mountain cranberry tolerates
still colder and drier regions, preferring rocky banks to the wetlands favored by Americans. All
three cranberries (and there are others) have been gathered wild for centuries wherever they
grew, and all are eaten gladly. The small cranberry may be smaller and less tasty than the
American, at least according to some berryphiles, but it could be found on British and European
tables long before the Puritans saw our shores, and for just as long the lingonberry has been
prized in Russia and Scandinavia for the tart kick it imparts. Rumors that a Swedish retailer has
asked for the lingonberry to be reclassified as Vaccinium vitis-ikea appear to be unfounded. At
the northern reaches of its distribution, populations of the American cranberry may converge on
the southern reaches of the small cranberry, and where the two converge, hybrids follow.Well
attuned to a Spartan life; the American cranberry is just the sort of fruit to make a stingy New
Englander proud, making do with little and making little show of it. The plant itself is a long,
trailing vine composed of two basic parts: the runners (the vines that hug the ground) and the



upright shoots (called, appropriately, uprights; these are covered with dark green glossy foliage
and with flowers and berries in season). When left to their own devices, the runners might be as
long as six feet and create a dense, seemingly impenetrable mat over the ground, but the
uprights scrape the sky at only a few inches. Even at that minimal height, they color the ground
to match the time of year. As they enter their dormancy during the late fall and winter, the leaves
acquire a ruddy burgundy to match the mood, greening up in the warmth of early spring and the
lengthening days. When the blossoms arrive in June, the fields take on shades of whitish pink,
with the fruits adding sparks of brilliant reds, yellow-whites and bruise-blacks a few weeks
later.Large, uncultivated stands of cranberry are now relatively rare in New England, but patches
can still be found in “dune bogs” on Cape Cod, where the vines nestle in the low areas between
coastal sand dunes. Although capable of growing in a wide range of soils, the American
cranberry is associated in most people’s minds with one particular environment: bogs (or what
are commonly called bogs). In the cranberry heartland of Barnstable and Plymouth Counties,
Massachusetts, the receding glaciers flushed out a steady stream of organic debris that settled
into the countless kettles and dips in the land and in poorly drained pockets underlain by nearly
impermeable layers of silt and clay. Stagnant and moldering, the organic matter decayed slowly,
devouring oxygen from the water column and eventually forming deposits of peat, often
considered the ideal subfloor for a cranberry patch.As much as peat bogs make for a cranberry
heaven, bogs are hardly for everyone; in fact, they are not for the casual wanderer at all and
certainly not for the weak of will. By definition bogs are wet—often very wet—the water table
sitting at or very near the surface. The water itself is often depleted of oxygen, low in nutrients
and high in a natural acidity—not promising conditions for the well being of most plants or
animals. Making matters worse for any plant with aspirations to height, the bog’s surface can be
soft and unstable, creating a weak and unpredictable base, and of course plants cannot easily
move once they have settled in—other than to fall down, that is. It takes a specialist to call a bog
home.The plants that set up in bogs simply have to adapt. Some, like bladderworts, do well
thanks to air-filled spaces that buoy them up in the water, while others, like water lilies or
pondweeds, have long, thin roots that snake down to the peat beneath. The surfeit of water—
murky, slow-moving water, starved of oxygen—can make it difficult for plant roots to breathe, so
some sedges handle the challenge by growing roots every year in only the shallow topmost layer
of muck, where a little oxygen can be found, while the northern white cedar, speckled alder and
various willows grow special roots above the waters’ rise. To make up for the poverty of nutrients,
pitcher plants and their ilk famously resort to carnivory—a vegan’s true revenge—trapping
insects and other small, unfortunate animals to extract the nutrients that the water does not
provide.A handful of tree species make their home under boggy conditions, including the red
maple, silver maple and northern white cedar, their shallow roots spreading over a wide area in
search of a firm foundation. Shallow roots may seem counterproductive, since they mean the
trees can easily be blown over, but these species work around the problem by cooperating,
growing in dense groves where roots become so entangled that even heavy winds and driving



rain will not bring them all down. There is safety in numbers when the winds blow. As many New
Englanders can attest, when a red maple does fall, it reveals its true determination to live by
sprouting back up again, placing the maple somewhere on the scale between heroically
persistent and annoyingly stubborn. Some trees, like the black spruce and tamarack, simply set
their sights lower, letting their taller neighbors take the brunt of the wind, but even these species
have special adaptations to handle the challenges of the bog. Black spruce, for example, have
roots shaped like I-beams, giving them unusual strength for their size.All over the peatlands, low
and unassuming plants and shrubs predominate. An old joke asks: what should you do if you get
lost in a peatland? Stand up. Shrubs with homely names and hardy dispositions—like Labrador
tea, sheep laurel, bog laurel, bog rosemary, leatherleaf, creeping snowberry and cranberries—
all stay low to the ground, away from the worst of the wind, and many have thick and leathery
leaves that resist drying out and are tough enough to fend off damaging ice, not to mention
damaging herbivores. Their roots and rhizomes may grow so thickly together that they form a
dense, spongy mat that may inadvertently prevent moose and deer, and even the occasional
human being, from sinking into the wet mess beneath. This unintended consequence is our
felicity.Even at the finest level, cranberries are well adapted to thrive in wet, low-nutrient
conditions. The underside of cranberry leaves are covered with a huge number of “stomata,”
special structures that assist the plant in regulating its most basic life functions by opening or
closing pores depending on environmental conditions. In the light of day, stomata open wide to
allow for the exchange of carbon dioxide, closing down in darkness to prevent excessive water
loss. Cranberries check in with an average of 632 stomata per square millimeter of leaf—
exceptionally high, even for a plant that lives under very wet conditions—but the guard cells of
these stomata are no paragons of efficiency, adjusting poorly to changes in light, temperature
and humidity. Imperfection is the soul of evolution.But it can be said that cranberries do not go it
alone; they are a cooperative fruit, at least in their wild state, interacting with other plants and
animals around them in intimate and intricate ways. While many plants have root hairs, fine hair-
like extensions that help them absorb nutrients efficiently, cranberries do not. Instead, they
absorb nutrients from the soil by working in a mutually beneficial partnership with a naturally
occurring fungus, Phoma radicis, which permeates the roots, stems and even the seeds. This
symbiotic arrangement, a ménage a deux, helps cranberries meet their nutritional demands
while benefiting the fungus by providing a suitable place for it to grow. There is less-than-certain
evidence that the more fungal mycelia there are in cranberry tissues, the more vigorously the
vines grow, but in any event, the cooperative arrangement allows both partners to cope with the
challenges of a boggy existence.Cooperation is not just for roots; cranberries cooperate right
across the species barrier. Like any of us who have ever considered the wonders of bees,
cranberry growers have long assumed that their plants were pollinated by insects, especially
bees, that get plastered with sticky pollen when they come to feed on one flower, shedding it on
the next flower when they continue on their botanical rounds. But cranberries are never quite so
easy. Like a number of other plants, they are known to be potentially self-fertilizing, meaning that



a flower can be fertilized by its own pollen. On a lonely meadow where dates are scarce on a
warm spring night, the apparent convenience of this arrangement soon dawned on
growers.Whatever set off the skein of speculation about self-fertilization, it was two research
scientists, Roberts and Stuckmeyer, who most elegantly framed the supposed problem of
cranberry pollination. In 1942, Roberts and Stuckmeyer hypothesized that the necks of
cranberry flowers were too narrow for fat American bees to reach the stigmatic surface and
promote pollination. There was none of this elegant flitting from flower to flower, cross-fertilizing
as they go. Instead, they surmised, bees must bumble, sticking their big heads into the flower
and clumsily knocking pollen loose from the stamen, where it falls down the narrow flower neck
onto the stigmatic surface below. Their imitation of a bee in a china shop leaves flowers to take
up the rest of the work on their own through self-fertilization. And in case a critic wanted to
propose that maybe pollen was blown from flower to flower, Robert and Stuckmeyer shot that
down, too. To them, the pollen appeared too sticky and heavy to take to the air. So with too fat
bees and too thin air, it seemed that the only reliable way to ensure a bumper crop for this poor,
lowly plant was to do what bees do, only better: apply some hefty agitation to the flowers, knock
the pollen loose from the stamens and let the plants do as nature intended.But the scientists
seem to have underestimated their insects. To assess whether bees really mattered on bogs as
anything other than battering rams, Farrar and Bain conducted a series of experiments in 1946,
when they set out a string of insect-proof cages within which they artificially agitated flowers,
while leaving the rest of the bog au naturel. At the end of the season, they compared the number
of berries formed in caged-off versus open plots, and the results were unequivocal: bees are
indeed vital, and agitation alone simply does not work well enough to support commercial
cranberrying. Even when thoroughly agitated, bee-free plants yielded an average of only 15
berries per square foot versus 90 to 152 berries per foot for those pollinated by insects.The bog
is a world of connection, uniting past with present and near with far. There, fungi and insects are
tied to a deep history of continental ice sheets and the grand sweep of orogenic innovation. The
rise of the cranberry in American culture reveals how much our present bears traces of our past,
how a world of human making and natural production speaks in a conversation of
eons.2Cranberries at the Table[Cranberry sauce] is eaten with almost every species of roasted
meat, particularly the white meats, turkies, partridges, &c. some even eat it with boiled fish, and I
knew one person, otherwise a very worthy man, who eats it with lobsters, for supper!—William
Tudor, Miscellanies (1820)In colonial New England, codfish made fortunes while cranberries
made sauce. William Tudor might be right that the combination of the two on a single plate could
be alarming, but taken together or separate, both became much-loved staples of our regional
cuisine almost as soon as there was a regional cuisine to talk about, and both were consumed
and exported in great quantities. A tart departure from the often austere Puritan diet—where salt
was spice and boiling preferred—cranberries became a prized enhancement to almost any main
course and a much-anticipated ending to any meal. Although it would take nearly a century for
the renowned Codfish Aristocracy of the northern colonies to solidify and create the stable basis



for a political and economic elite, and while it took a century more for Cranberry Kings to be
crowned, colonial New Englanders quickly discovered the delights of their native fruit and
adopted it as their own.The esteem in which the Puritan settlers held the cranberry is fairly easy
to gauge, but the cranberry is not forthcoming about everything. For linguists, who occasionally
worry about such things, even the word itself once seemed mysterious. The great scholar of
language Leonard Bloomfield once referred to the word “cranberry” as a rare example of a
compound in which one part does not exist independently outside the compound. While
blueberry or cowberry, for instance, yield the perfectly sensible words “blue” and “cow” to go with
“berry,” Bloomfield scratched his head over “cran.” Had he read his William Tudor, he might have
had one answer: New Englanders “vulgarly” called the fruit cramberries, Tudor wrote, “from the
voracious manner in which they eat it.”But linguists abhor nonsense, and it took another theorist,
John R. Krueger, to ride to the rescue of the crans of the world and propose that the mysterious
syllable was derived from the perfectly sensible word “crane.” As Krueger suggested, a little
linguistic alchemy could have transmogrified the long “ay” of crane into a short “ae”—think of
crane pronounced by a feckless midwestern teenager. He did not guess alone. Many historians
have argued that the name originated because cranberries grow where cranes reside, and some
have added, with only a touch of poetical license, that when seen from a certain angle, the
delicate cranberry flower resembles the bird’s pointy beak and long, graceful neck. The
scrupulous editors of the Oxford English Dictionary speculated that cran came not from a
misdirected twang but “from some Low German source,” such as the word Krônbere. In the
OED’s scenario, the word was adopted in North America and, with the first shipments of
American cranberries, spread back to England, where the cranberry was “entirely unknown” to
English herbalists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Krônbere does, in fact, mean
crane-berry, and so to Bloomfield’s relief, our crans have been salvaged.The earliest
descriptions of the cranberry by American colonists offer little to assist the curious etymologist.
In 1655, the agriculturist Samuel Hartlib wrote that the true natives of New England, the Indians,
referred to the fruit as “craberries” (though perhaps his typesetter was skimping on the “n”), while
the English colonists preferred to call them bearberries, “because it is thought the Bears eat
them in winter,” or sometimes barberries (another fruit entirely) “by reason of their fine acid taste
like Barberries.” The colonial promoter John Josselyn agreed that “Bears use much to feed upon
them,” and he too used both terms in his widely known book, New-England’s Rarities Discovered
(1672). It is odd, though, that neither Josselyn nor Hartlib recognized that the cranberry
encountered in New England (Vaccinium macrocarpon) was very much like certain berries back
home—tart little fruits that other Puritan settlers may already have known. This is where the
Puritans’ history of migration and the cranberry come together to add a spark on our linguistic
quest for fire.More than twenty years before the Puritan settlement of New England, one of the
great botanical books of Elizabethan England, John Gerard’s Herball, or Generall Historie of
Plantes (1597), included a familiar description of an English berry known by the scientific name
Vaccinia palustria and by the common name “Marrish Whortles, or Fen berries”—the plant now



recognized as the small or European cranberry (Vaccinium oxycoccus). Gerard’s description of
the plant could just as easily apply to its Massachusetts cousins:The Marrish Whortle berries
growe upon the bogs, marrish, or Moorish groundes, creeping thereupon like unto wilde Time,
having many small limmer and tender stalkes, laide almost flat upon the grounde, beset with
small narrow leaves, fashioned almost like the leaves of Thyme, but lesser, among which come
foorth little berries, like unto the common blacke Whortleberrie in shape, but somewhat longer;
sometimes all red; and sometimes spotted or speckled with red spots, of a deeper colour; in
taste rough and astringent.According to Gerard, the vines “grow upon bogs and such like
waterish and Fennie places, especially in Cheshire and Staffordshire, where I have found it in
great plentie,” and they ripen about the end of July and August, slightly earlier than the bear-
loved American variety. Marshwhorts and fenberries—which sound like they belong in a
children’s breakfast cereal—also went by another name in the English counties. Buried in a
supplement to an appendix of common synonyms for the plants at the end of the Herball, Gerard
records that the marshwhort was also called “Croneberry,” remarkably like the Low German—or
Dutch—word cited in the Oxford English Dictionary.To understand the significance of this minor
detail, we should note that Gerard was not an entirely original writer, and his borrowings take us
on an interesting journey. A barber-surgeon rather than a high-toned botanist, Gerard borrowed
liberally from a translation of the Nievve Herball, or Historie of Plantes (1578) written by the great
Flemish botanist Rembert Dodoens, who found both red and black varieties of the marshberry
growing in “certayne woods of Brabant,” a duchy straddling the Dutch-Belgian border, “and
Englande.” According to Dodoens, the “blacke are very common and are founde in many
places,” but the red are dayntie and founde but in few places.” More to the point, he noted that in
the Low Countries, these plants had aliases galore, including Heydelbeeren, Drumperbeeren,
Bruchbeeren in High German and Crakebesien, Postelbesien or Hauerbesien in Low German.
Admittedly “croneberry” does not appear on his list—not until it could be removed from Gerard’s
appendix—but finding so many names in such a small country hints at how popular the berry
must have been.
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Karyda, “Insightful case study. I'll admit I had modest (if largely undefined) expectations when I
first ordered this book -- I figured I'd learn some things about cranberries. And while the book
certainly presents plenty of interesting trivia, it offers so much more.Through the context of the
cranberry industry, the book alludes to something much larger: the history of America itself. It's
one thing to learn about agriculture, industrialisation, unionisation, monopolies, and policy as
individual topics, as they were presented in school -- but it's something else to see the interplay
between these forces, how one begets another, and how the balance of power shifts over time.
The book synthesises all of these concepts in a coherent manner and remains remarkably
unbiased while doing so.I found the writing style enjoyable; there were plenty of puns and you
could tell the authors were passionate and well versed regarding their subject. All the same,
they were refreshingly (and at times brutally) frank and honest when it came to heavier matters
(ironically, no sugar coating to be found here!).My only 'complaint' is that I would've liked if a bit
more was said on the health and botanical properties of the cranberry, which were touched upon
only briefly... but to be fair, this is touted as a history book. Overall, I'd highly recommend the
book to anyone curious about not just cranberries, but how industry and regulation has evolved
to its present state.”

Marc F., “Great info and well written. I picked up this book as a Christmas present for my parents,
as they had just moved to a house that is surrounded by cranberry bogs. It was a great way for
my family to learn about the history of the cranberry industry and get into the culture.The book is
full of great info and was very well written, a great read for anyone looking to get into the
cranberry culture.Keep on eating, Jake.And keep on writing!”

The book by Robert S. Cox has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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